THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON ART
What experiencing creative work does to us as audience and as
maker…do we need art and creativity?

Or was Oscar Wilde right when he said "all
art is quite useless?” (Portrait of Dorian Gray)

Why?
´ Some pursue creative activities as a hobby and some do it for a living, but
no matter what road we've taken to unleash our imaginations and need for
free self-expression, it's pretty clear that making things is part and parcel of
being human.
´ We have been creating since prehistoric times: almost 40, 000 years ago,
our ancestors left some of their first marks — the outlines of their hands and
crude drawings of animals — on the walls of caves.
´ We could go as far as to say that our need to create things is in our blood;
this has served us well over the course of time, as we have learned to
create tools and shelters, cook food, make medicines for various ailments,
and set bones.
´ Sometimes, however, we have created things just for the sake of it.

We just gotta create!
´ Mimesis (/mɪˈmiːsɪs, mə-, maɪ-, əs/;[1] Ancient Greek: µίµησις
mīmēsis, from µιµεῖσθαι
mīmeisthai, "to imitate", from
µῖµος mimos, "imitator, actor") is a
critical and philosophical term
that carries a wide range of
meanings, which include
imitation, representation, mimicry,
imitation, receptivity, nonsensuous
similarity, the act of resembling,
the act of expression, and the
presentation of the self.

Aristotle said, basically, we had to….it
was part of the human experience…
´ Mimesis is a basic theoretical principle in the creation of art. Plato and
Aristotle spoke of mimesis as the re-presentation of nature.
´ According to Plato, all artistic creation is a form of imitation: that which
really exists (in the “world of ideas”) is a type created by God; the concrete
things man perceives in his existence are shadowy representations of this
ideal type. Therefore, the painter, the tragedian, and the musician are
imitators of an imitation, twice removed from the truth.
´ Aristotle, speaking of tragedy, stressed the point that it was an “imitation of
an action”—that of a man falling from a higher to a lower estate.
´ Shakespeare, in Hamlet’s speech to the actors, referred to the purpose of
playing as being “…to hold, as ’twere, the mirror up to nature.” Thus, an
artist, by skillfully selecting and presenting his material, may purposefully
seek to “imitate” the action of life.

Basically…

´Aristotle regarded mimesis, or
imitation, to be one of the
distinctive aspects of human
nature, and a way to understand
the nature of art.

Others argue we undertake
creative pursuits such as writing,
acting, drawing, or dancing simply
because we enjoy them. They fulfill
some kind of need in us as
humans. Both can be true at the
same time, yes?

Intuitively, we know that
creativity is good for us, and
our creative passions make us
happy. But what does
science have to say about
the benefits of creativity?

Let us start with how we perceive
creative works and how they affect us

Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in his Gallery in
Brussels, David Teniers the Younger, 1650

Your Brain on Paintings: Less is More
´ One marked element of a traditional gallery experience is having to look at
about 15 different paintings on a wall at once. The salon-style method of
hanging paintings is probably familiar if you’ve ever read an interior design
magazine.
´ Essentially, an expert meticulously chooses frames and arranges a thousand
paintings on a wall to look like they’ve been casually thrown into the gallery
or your stylish living room. This style finds its origins in the 1660s, when the
salon was first hosted by the French Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture. There was such a high demand for space that they would stack
paintings from floor to ceiling in order to fit everyone in.
´ Art museums have kept this style in vogue for centuries, and for good
reason. Major art museums often have room for only a fraction of the items
in their larger collection. However, we can use a little of neuroscience
knowledge to infer that salon style might not be the best viewing
experience for your brain.

It’s too much!
´ Your brain does a bunch of crazy weird/cool stuff, and one of those things
is called neuron suppression.
´ Basically, if you put two objects in front of your eyes, some neurons will
focus on object A and some will focus on object B. Those neurons will then
suppress each other’s activity. If those neurons are from the same part of
the brain, the representation of each object in the brain won’t be as robust
as if you were looking at object A on its own.
´ So if we take those findings and bring them into the museum world, they
raise questions about how well we process art when we’re looking at five
Picassos at once

Museum Hacks…a group that gets this
´ “Art Appreciation” is a key element of every Museum Hack Tour, for example.
They give guests art appreciation about halfway through any tour, to” launch
their depleted asses back into gear, and give them the strength their tired
brains and feet need to carry on listening to our dope stories about art.”
´ Ego depletion-it’s a thing. This is the idea that self-control draws upon a limited
amount of mental resources, so when you go to a place where you’re putting a
lot of energy into behaving “correctly” or restrained, like an art museum, you
make yourself mentally weaker.
´ Dr. Asher took this concept a step further, explaining that ego depletion can
affect you physically. She cited Daniel Kahneman’s book Thinking Fast and
Slow, stating that if you saw a sad movie and put mental effort into not crying,
then went to lift weights, you would find that you would feel physically weaker.
This is bonkers to us, but would explain why you feel so dang tired after walking
a museum for the day, when you might not feel as drained walking the same
distance through a park.

Engage and enhance
´ Dr. Asher formulated her second hypothesis during a study that asked
questions of the viewers. What she found was this: that the best way to elicit
meaningful engagement with art is to ask the subject to make an aesthetic
judgment about the piece. Do you like Dali’s elephant? Does that picture
of medieval baby Jesus creep you out?

Super interesting…
´ Ulrich Kirk, a neuroscientist at the Virginia Tech Carilion Research Institute, is
interested in artworks’ contexts.
´ Would a viewer respond the same way to a masterpiece enshrined in the
Louvre if he beheld the same work displayed in a less exalted setting, such
as a garage sale?
´ In one experiment, Kirk showed subjects a series of images—some, he
explained, were fine artwork; others were created by Photoshop.
´ In reality, none were Photoshop-generated; Kirk found that different areas
of viewers’ brains fired up when he declared an image to be “art.”

Music is a must…
´ If you want to firm up your body, head to the gym. If you want to exercise
your brain, listen to music.
´ “There are few things that stimulate the brain the way music does,” says
one Johns Hopkins otolaryngologist. “If you want to keep your brain
engaged throughout the aging process, listening to or playing music is a
great tool. It provides a total brain workout.”
´ Research has shown that listening to music can reduce anxiety, blood
pressure, and pain as well as improve sleep quality, mood, mental alertness,
and memory.
´ Pay attention to how you react to different forms of music, and pick the
kind that works for you. What helps one person concentrate might be
distracting to someone else, and what helps one person unwind might
make another person jumpy.

TRY IT!
´ Learn an Instrument or join a choir…
´ A review published in 2014 suggests that individuals with musical training —
such as those who learned how to play an instrument — have improved
connectivity between the two hemispheres of their brains.
´ A John Hopkins Study looked at just over a dozen older adults: When these
13 older adults took piano lessons, their attention, memory and problemsolving abilities improved, along with their moods and quality of life. You
don’t have to become a pro, just take a few lessons
´ WHY?

The Brain-Music Connection
´ Experts are trying to understand how our brains can hear and play music. A
stereo system puts out vibrations that travel through the air and get inside the
ear canal. These vibrations tickle the eardrum and are transmitted into an
electrical signal that travels through the auditory nerve to the brain stem, where
it is reassembled into something we perceive as music.
´ Johns Hopkins researchers had dozens of jazz performers and rappers improvise
music while lying down inside an fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging)
machine to watch and see which areas of their brains light up.
´ “Music is structural, mathematical and architectural. It’s based on relationships
between one note and the next. You may not be aware of it, but your brain has
to do a lot of computing to make sense of it,”

Jump-start your creativity.
´ Listen to what your kids or grandkids listen to, experts suggest. Often we
continue to listen to the same songs and genre of music that we did during
our teens and 20s, and we generally avoid hearing anything that’s not from
that era.
´ New music challenges the brain in a way that old music doesn’t. It might
not feel pleasurable at first, but that unfamiliarity forces the brain to struggle
to understand the new sound.
´ A brain area called the superior temporal gyrus is intimately involved in the
experience of music, and its connection to the nucleus accumbens is
important, she said. The genres of music that a person listens to over a
lifetime impact how the superior temporal gyrus is formed.

Three Studies that came out in January
2018…
´

"We're using music to better understand brain function in general," said Daniel Levitin, a
prominent psychologist who studies the neuroscience of music at McGill University in Montreal.

´

It seems intuitive that different people, based on their personalities, preferences and personal
histories of listening to particular music, will have different experiences when exposed to a
particular piece of music. Their attention to various details will vary and they might like different
things about it. Are creative people like musicians or composers hearing something different?

´

Levitin and his collaborators showed in a European Journal of Neuroscience study that, from the
perspective of the brain, there may be more similarities among music listeners than you think.
"Despite our idiosyncrasies in listening, the brain experiences music in a very consistent fashion
across subjects," said Daniel Abrams, lead author and postdoctoral researcher at Stanford
University School of Medicine.

´

Seventeen participants who had little or no music training took part in this study which is small, but
typical for an fMRI study. Participants listened to four symphonies by composer William Boyce of
the late Baroque period, which the researchers chose because they reflect Western music but
were likely to be unfamiliar to subjects. Among participants, the researchers found
synchronization in several key brain areas, and similar brain activity patterns in different people
who listen to the same music. This suggests that the participants not only perceive the music the
same way, but, despite whatever personal differences they brought to the table, there's a level
on which they share a common experience.

Music therapy has immune system-boosting
effects, as well. Music affects our brains in
complex ways, stimulating the limbic system
and moderating our response to stressful stimuli.
According to a study by Stuckey and Nobel,
listening to music "may help to restore effective
functioning in the immune system partly via the
actions of the amygdala and hypothalamus."
These brain regions are implicated in mood
regulation and hormonal processes, as well as
in the body's inflammatory response.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PM
C2804629/

More…
´ Brain regions involved in movement, attention, planning and memory consistently showed
activation when participants listened to music -- these are structures that don't have to do
with auditory processing itself. This means that when we experience of music, a lot of other
things are going on beyond merely processing sound, Abrams said.
´ Further research might compare how individuals with healthy brains differ in their musical
listening compared to people with autism or other brain disorders, Abrams said.
´ The next frontier in the neuroscience of music is to look more carefully at which chemicals
in the brain are involved in music listening and performing, Levitin said, and in which parts
of the brain are they active.
´ Any given neurochemical can have different function depending on its area of the brain,
he said. For instance, dopamine helps increase attention in the frontal lobes, but in the
limbic system it is associated with pleasure.
´ By using music as a window into the function of a healthy brain, researchers may gain
insights into a slew of neurological and psychiatric problems, he said. "Knowing better how
the brain is organized, how it functions, what chemical messengers are working and how
they're working -- that will allow us to formulate treatments for people with brain injury, or
to combat diseases or disorders or even psychiatric problems," Levitin said.

Creativity heals…
´ A number of studies have also found that writing — expressive writing, in
particular, which requires participants to narrate an event and explain how it
affected them — can help people to overcome trauma and manage negative
emotions.
´ In much the same way as visual expression, this type of writing allows people to
take negative situations that cannot be changed and integrate them into their
life's story, creating meaning for events that left indelible marks — such as a
medical diagnosis, a loved one's death, or a violent experience.
´ One qualitative study that interviewed male survivors of childhood abuse found
that asking them to write about their traumatic experiences allowed them — in
conjunction with specialized trauma therapy — to make sense of the trauma in
deeply personal ways.

Improved mental health
´ Drawing, painting, or molding objects from clay has been scientifically
proven to help people to deal with different kinds of trauma. In a
comprehensive article on The Connection Between Art, Healing, and Public
Health, Heather L. Stuckey and Jeremy Nobel say that "[a]rt helps people
express experiences that are too difficult to put into words, such as a
diagnosis of cancer."
´ "[A]rtistic self-expression," they continue, "might contribute to maintenance
or reconstruction of a positive identity.“
´ Art is used as therapy with proven positive results…being creative is GOOD
FOR US!
´ https://www.ted.com/talks/melissa_walker_art_can_heal_ptsd_s_invisible_w
ounds

Drama baby, drama!
´ Another creative pursuit that improves our cognition is play-acting. A study
from 2004 found that older individuals who were encouraged to participate
in theater performances had improved psychological well-being after 4
weeks. They also exhibited better cognitive functioning.
´ In particular, the participants experienced better word and listening recall,
as well as improved problem-solving abilities.
´ Back to Aristotle….it might also draw us closer together as part of a
cathartic experience.

Theatre as therapy
´ Theatre has been accepted as a
therapeutic agent since its first
appearance. The close relationship
between theatre and therapy is
further corroborated in the last
century with the development of
distance theory.
´ The concept of distancing evolved as
a way to explain how the arts,
physically distant from the subject,
can affect the viewer…
´ Which makes sense…

´ Theatre and therapy are inextricably
bonded by the notion of distancing, and
that the theatre audience itself is an
appropriate group for the therapeutic
experience.
NOTE: Those darned Greeks again…
The existence of a distancing effect was first
established in ancient Greece. The seeds
are found in Plato’s argument that art had
no place in his Republic because it was too
distanced from truth; it was an imitation of
an imitation and thus twice removed from
the ideal. His student, Aristotle, reasoned
that imitation had its own reality and that
observers “delight to view the most realistic”
(McKeon, 1947, p. 627) or minimally
distanced representation. Aristotle theorized
that the underdistanced effect led to a
purging of emotions in tragedy, that is, that
theatre has a de facto therapeutic impact
on audience members

Theatre as therapy, film as friend,
dance for delight…
´ Sometimes a production can give you exactly what you need – whether it's
to mourn a loved one or help make important decisions
´ Theatre, opera, music, poetry film or ballet don’t contain some kind of
instruction manual that teaches us how to live, but there are times when we
can take from them exactly what we need.
´ We lose ourselves in a created universe, but can distance ourselves from
the painful.
´ This esthetic distance might be exactly what we need…whether as
performer or receiver.

Dance and the body
´

Creativity can also be a very mobile endeavor, and this mobility brings its own set of benefits. For
instance, a study focusing on breast cancer survivors found that dancing helped to improve
shoulder function in participants, and that it had a positive impact on their body image.

´

Moreover, dancing can be a fun way of staying — or becoming — fit. In 2014, a woman who lost
100 pounds just by sticking to her dance routine became a media sensation.

´

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/04/28/watch-woman-dance-away-half-her-bodyweight-in-inspiring-time-la/

´

Recent research has shown that Zumba programs can improve blood pressure and triglyceride
levels, while previous studies linked aerobic dance with better weight management.

´

A Korean study from 2007 that looked at hip-hop alongside aerobic dancing found that
participants not only experienced improved psychological moods, but that they also reported
lower levels of fatigue.

We are driven to be creative & it is good for
our brains…which makes us better
equipped to survive in a healthy manner…

"Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not exist
in creating out of void, but out of chaos.“ Mary
Shelley Frankenstein
From 1818 — when Shelley's novel was first published
— to the present day (and well before that, and well
beyond now) creativity has been the ultimate means
of reigning chaos in and drawing benefit out of it.
So, if we can bring some order to our mental or
physical states just by journaling, smudging paint, or
learning to play the guitar, why not take advantage
of that and welcome more art into our lives?
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